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If you lose your voice, how can you speak?

In the first part of this talk, I’ll give an easy-to-understand, non-technical overview of the SpeakUnique 
project, in which we are providing personalised speech communication aids to people who are losing their 
own voice due to Motor Neurone Disease or other progressive conditions. We are currently conducting 
trials, to measure the improvement to quality-of-life that these communication aids give. 

The second part of the talk will get a little more technical, where I will describe how the technology works. 
Using powerful statistical models, and a large database of donated speech from thousands of people, we 
create accent- and gender-specific “Average Voice Models”. These are then further modified to produce 
speech that sounds like a particular person. 

A unique capability of our approach is that it only needs a small sample of that person’s speech and this 
sample may be disordered: the person is already becoming hard to understand. We are able to “repair” the 
voice by interchanging or interpolating parts of the Average Voice Model into a model learned from the 
person’s own speech. This results in a computer-generated voice that sounds like a normal, intelligible 
version of the person. This is finally installed on a mobile device, such as an iPad, for the person to use in 
daily life. 

Project website: www.speakunique.org
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Part 1: easy-to-understand overview of SpeakUnique

a project that provides personalised voice communication aids
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Speech

How it is made 

Breaking it down 

Recreating it with a computer
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How speech is made
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Pitch

Vocal 
tract 
shape

Nasality

Closure
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Analysing speech - and breaking it into pieces

categories of speech sounds: phonemes

fr
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Prosody
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Creating speech with a 
computer

we call this “speech synthesis”
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Not one, but two hard problems

Text 
processing

Speech 
generation

text speech

Author of the… Author   of   the  ...

ao th er ah f dh ax

syl syl syl syl

sil

NN of DT

1 0 0 0

...

...

this is the original Keynote figure - everything is editable (if you un-group) - no good for scaling“how to say this text”
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Dr. Smith lives at 123 Orchard Dr. 

Buy me an IPA and we’ll be BFF. 

  
Did you see the meme about 

geotagging on your staycation? 
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Speech also carries your identity
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Synthetic speech for people who have damaged voices

personalised 
synthetic speech

lots of healthy 
donor voices
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The voicebank
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Part 2: how SpeakUnique works

How speech synthesis works 

Repairing voices 

Open questions & challenges
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How speech synthesis works
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linguistic 
specification

Two hard problems

Text 
processing

Speech 
generation

text waveform

Author of the… Author   of   the  ...

ao th er ah f dh ax

syl syl syl syl

sil

NN of DT

1 0 0 0

...

...

this is the original Keynote figure - everything is editable (if you un-group) - no good for scaling
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The end-to-end problem we want to solve

Text-to-Speech

text waveform

Author of the…
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A problem we can actually solve with machine learning

acoustic features
linguistic 

specification

Author   of   the  ...

ao th er ah f dh ax

syl syl syl syl

sil

NN of DT

1 0 0 0

...

...

this is the original Keynote figure - everything is editable (if you un-group) - no good for scaling
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Author   of   the  ...

ao th er ah f dh ax

syl syl syl syl

sil

NN of DT

1 0 0 0

...

...

this is the original Keynote figure - everything is editable (if you un-group) - no good for scaling

linguistic 
specification

Statistical parametric speech synthesis

Front end
Waveform 
generator

text waveformacoustic features

Statistical 
model

Author of the…
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Author   of   the  ...

ao th er ah f dh ax

syl syl syl syl

sil

NN of DT

1 0 0 0

...

...

this is the original Keynote figure - everything is editable (if you un-group) - no good for scaling

Statistical 
model

linguistic 
specification

Statistical parametric speech synthesis

text waveformacoustic features

Regression
feature 

extraction
feature 

extraction

Author of the…

Machine learning
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From text to speech

• Text processing 
• pipeline architecture 
• linguistic specification 

• Modelling 
• duration model 
• acoustic model 

• Waveform generation 
• acoustic features 
• signal processing

Front end
Waveform 
generator

Statistical 
model
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Author   of   the  ...

ao th er ah f dh ax

syl syl syl syl

sil

NN of DT

1 0 0 0

...

...

The linguistic specification
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linguistic 
specification

Extracting features from text using the front end

Front end

text

feature 
extraction

Author   of   the  ...

ao th er ah f dh ax

syl syl syl syl

sil

NN of DT

1 0 0 0

...

...

Author of the…
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Text processing pipeline

Front end

LTS Phrase 
breakstokenize POS 

tag intonation

individually learned 
from labelled data

text
linguistic 

specification
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Text processing pipeline

Front end

LTS Phrase 
breakstokenize POS 

tag intonation

Tokenize & Normalize

• Step 1: divide input stream into tokens, which are potential words 

• For English and many other languages 
• rule based 
• whitespace and punctuation are good features 

• For some other languages, especially those that don’t use whitespace 
• may be more difficult 
• other techniques required
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Text processing pipeline

Front end

LTS Phrase 
breakstokenize POS 

tag intonation

Tokenize & Normalize

• Step 2: classify every token, finding Non-Standard Words that need 
further processing

In 2011, I spent £100 at IKEA on 100 DVD holders.

NYER MONEY ASWD NUM LSEQ
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Tokenize & Normalize

Text processing pipeline

Front end

LTS Phrase 
breakstokenize POS 

tag intonation

• Step 3: a set of specialised modules to process NSWs of a each type 

2011 ꔄ NYER  ꔄ twenty eleven
£100 ꔄ MONEY ꔄ one hundred pounds
IKEA ꔄ ASWD  ꔄ apply letter-to-sound
100  ꔄ NUM   ꔄ one hundred
DVD  ꔄ LSEQ  ꔄ D. V. D. ꔄ dee vee dee
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NN Director
IN of
DT the
NP McCormick
NP Public
NPS Affairs
NP Institute
IN at
NP U-Mass
NP Boston,
NP Doctor
NP Ed
NP Beard,
VBZ says
DT the
NN push
IN for
VBP do
PP it
PP yourself
NN lawmaking

POS tagging

• Part-of-speech tagger 
• Accuracy can be very high 
• Trained on annotated text data 
• Categories are designed for text, 

not speech

Text processing pipeline

Front end

LTS Phrase 
breakstokenize POS 

tag intonation
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ADVOCATING  AE1 D V AH0 K EY2 T IH0 NG
ADVOCATION  AE2 D V AH0 K EY1 SH AH0 N
ADWEEK  AE1 D W IY0 K
ADWELL  AH0 D W EH1 L
ADY  EY1 D IY0
ADZ  AE1 D Z
AE  EY1
AEGEAN  IH0 JH IY1 AH0 N
AEGIS  IY1 JH AH0 S
AEGON  EY1 G AA0 N
AELTUS  AE1 L T AH0 S
AENEAS  AE1 N IY0 AH0 S
AENEID  AH0 N IY1 IH0 D
AEQUITRON  EY1 K W IH0 T R AA0 N
AER  EH1 R
AERIAL  EH1 R IY0 AH0 L
AERIALS  EH1 R IY0 AH0 L Z
AERIE  EH1 R IY0
AERIEN  EH1 R IY0 AH0 N
AERIENS  EH1 R IY0 AH0 N Z
AERITALIA  EH2 R IH0 T AE1 L Y AH0
AERO  EH1 R OW0
AEROBATIC  EH2 R AH0 B AE1 T IH0 K

Pronunciation

• Pronunciation model 
• dictionary look-up,  plus 
• letter-to-sound model 

• But 
• need deep knowledge of 

the language to design the 
phoneme set 

• human expert must write 
dictionary 

Text processing pipeline

Front end

LTS Phrase 
breakstokenize POS 

tag intonation
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Author   of   the  ...

ao th er ah f dh ax

syl syl syl syl

sil

NN of DT

1 0 0 0

...

...

The linguistic specification
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From text to speech

• Text processing 
• pipeline architecture 
• linguistic specification 

• Modelling 
• duration model 
• acoustic model 

• Waveform generation 
• acoustic features 
• signal processing

Front end
Waveform 
generator

Statistical 
model
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Author   of   the  ...

ao th er ah f dh ax

syl syl syl syl

sil

NN of DT

1 0 0 0

...

...

Statistical 
model

linguistic 
specification

Acoustic feature extraction

text waveformacoustic features

feature 
extraction

feature 
extraction

Author of the…
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Acoustic features: motivated by speech production
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Acoustic features

• Spectral Envelope 

• F0 

• Aperiodic energy
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Acoustic features

• Spectral Envelope 

• F0 

• Aperiodic energy

F0
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Acoustic features

• Spectral Envelope 

• F0 

• Aperiodic energy
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From text to speech

• Text processing 
• pipeline architecture 
• linguistic specification 

• Modelling 
• duration model 
• acoustic model 

• Waveform generation 
• acoustic features 
• signal processing

Front end
Waveform 
generator

Statistical 
model
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Regression
Author   of   the  ...

ao th er ah f dh ax

syl syl syl syl

sil

NN of DT

1 0 0 0

...

...

this is the original Keynote figure - everything is editable (if you un-group) - no good for scaling

linguistic 
specification

A regression model predicts the acoustic features

acoustic features
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The input to the regression model

Author   of   the  ...

syl syl syl syl

NN of DT

1 0 0 0

...

...

ao th er ah f dh axsil ...
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Choices for the regression model

Stream-dependent tree-based clustering 

State duration
model

Decision trees
for

mel-cepstrum

Decision trees
for F0

Decision tree
for state dur.
models

HMM
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Acoustic features can be modelled separately
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Repairing voices

Identifying the problems 

Borrowing from healthy voices
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Identifying problems with disordered speech
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Speech & language 
therapy

• already part of the patient 
journey 

• standard screening tests 

• identify problems with 
• articulation, perhaps 

only of some sounds 
• duration 
• fundamental frequency
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Screening test example: plosives

TARGET                           REALISATION 

1.  Pink soda tastes good   _ink so_a tastes goo_ 
  
2. Big hippo week          _ig hi_o wee_ 

3. Golden rocket ship       _olden ro_et shi_ 

4. Doctor Martin is late      _octor Mar_in is la_e 

5. Turn the cupboard knob  _urn the cup_oard kno_ 

6. Cold soggy dog          _old so_y do_
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Screening test example: clusters

TARGET                                               REALISATION 

1. The brave green frog squeaked          The _ave _een _og _eaked 

2. I spy a blue fly in the sky               I _y a _ue _y in the _y 

3. Three sweet smelling plums              _ee _eet _elling _ums 

4. Stock market crash drives up prices  _ock market _ash _ives up _ices 

5. Glasgow snow slows travellers        _asgow _ow _ows _avellers 

6. A quick spring clean scrub               A _ick _ing _ean _ub 
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The voicebank

A source of healthy voices
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When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the air, they act as a prism and 
form a rainbow. The rainbow is a division of white light into many 
beautiful colours. These take the shape of a long round arch, with its 
path high above, and its two ends apparently beyond the horizon. 
There is, according to legend, a boiling pot of gold at one end. People 
look, but no one ever finds it. When a man looks for something 
beyond his reach, his friends say he is looking for the pot of gold at 
the end of the rainbow. Throughout the centuries people have 
explained the rainbow in various ways. Some have accepted it as a 
miracle without physical explanation. To the Hebrews it was a token 
that there would be no more universal floods. The Greeks used to 
imagine that it was a sign from the gods to foretell war or heavy rain. 
The Norsemen considered the rainbow as a bridge over which the 
gods passed from earth to their home in the sky. Others have tried to 
explain the phenomenon physically. Aristotle thought that the rainbow 
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Voice repair by using healthy voices
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Using an Average Voice Model to perform voice repair

Voice clone of patient  
(an AVM fully adapted to their speech)

Average voice model (AVM) 
or an individual voice donor model
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Example of parameter substitution

•s1: duration + aperiodicity + GV model (aperiodicity)
•s2: s1 + logf0 (dynamic features, variance, V/UV weights) + GV (logf0)
•s3: s1 + mcep (excluding low-order static coefficients) + GV (mcep)
•s4: s2 + mcep (excluding low-order static coefficients) + GV (mcep)
•accent specific average voice model

•We can still hear problems of coarticulation  
•bad coarticulation of approximants (“reconstruction”)

•original recording
•speaker adapted voice (voice clone)
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Open questions & challenges

Accents 

Better modelling 

Personalised text processing
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Accent
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Modelling

Stream-dependent tree-based clustering 

State duration
model

Decision trees
for

mel-cepstrum

Decision trees
for F0

Decision tree
for state dur.
models

HMM
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Personalised text processing
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www.cstr.ed.ac.uk 

www.speech.zone 

www.speakunique.org
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